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Abstract 

Background and aims: Previous research investigated the prevalence and risk factors 

of problematic sexual behaviour (PSB) using the Bergen–Yale Sex Addiction Scale 

(BYSAS), among other instruments. However, a dearth of literature employed item response 

theory (IRT) to assess the BYSAS psychometric properties. The present study adopts an IRT 

framework to comprehensively examine the measurement aspects (including discrimination 

and severity) and the prevalence of PSB among a relatively large adult sample. Methods: 

Participants (N = 968, 64.3% men, Mage = 29.54 years, age range = 18-64 years) completed 

the BYSAS. Results: CFA determined that the BYSAS is a unidimensional construct. 

Additionally, IRT analysis showed variability in discrimination, severity, and reliability 

across BYSAS items, with a raw score exceeding 20, indicating a high risk of PSB. 

Accordingly, using this raw score 1.8% of the participants were at-risk of PSB. Conclusions: 

Findings supported the differential use of BYSAS criteria for assessment purposes, while 

only a minority of participants presented to be at risk of problematic sexual behaviour 

difficulties. 

Keywords:  

Addictive sexual behaviours; avoidant coping; Bergen-Yale Sex Addiction Scale; IRT; sex 

addiction 
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Key points:  

What is already known about this topic: 

1. Discrepancies have been observed concerning the definition of Problematic Sexual 

Behavior (PSB). 

2. Several scales have been used to assess PSB, including Sexual Addiction Screening 

Test (SAST), its revised version (SAST-R), and the Bergen Yale Sex Addiction Scale 

(BYSAS). 

3. The BYSAS has previously undergone various psychometric investigations 

employing Classical Test Theory (CST); however, no studies assessed its properties 

via Item Response Theory. 

What this topic adds: 

1. BYSAS’ items differed across their psychometric properties, suggesting a potential 

ranking of items’ responses in clinical assessment. Additionally, the scale’s reliability 

was relatively low for the high extremes of symptoms reported (e.g., 3 SDs above the 

mean). 

2. The prevalence of diagnosable addictive/excessive sexual behaviors in the present 

sample was 1.8% of participants. 

3. A cut-off point of 20 is suggested to identify PBS. 
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Engagement with sexual activities constitutes an inherent part of one’s life during 

adolescence and adulthood, while it tends to be supportive of an individual’s mental health 

(Mori et al., 2019). Nevertheless, problematic involvement with sexual behaviours can be 

detrimental to the wellbeing of the person who exhibits it (Bőthe et al., 2020; Dhuffar & 

Griffiths, 2015). Examples of such behaviours may include: a) spending an excessive amount 

of time thinking/contemplating about sex/masturbation; b) excessive consumption of 

pornography; c) using sex/masturbation as a way to forget or escape from personal problems; 

d) having compulsive masturbation and sexual intercourse to ease arousal; e) repeated 

unsuccessful efforts to discontinue excessive sexual behaviours; f) feeling guilt or shame 

about sexual behaviours exhibited; g) becoming restless if unable to have sex/masturbate and; 

h) experiencing a negative impact on daily functioning due to excessive engagement with 

sexual behaviours (Hall, 2019; Karila et al., 2014; Kotera & Rhodes, 2019). In that line, there 

is a broader consensus among scholars surrounding the significant potential negative welfare 

impact of problematic sexual behaviours (PSBs; Hall, 2019; Karila et al., 2014; Kotera & 

Rhodes, 2019; Kowalewska et al., 2018; World Health Organization [WHO], 2018). 

Nonetheless, discrepancies have been observed concerning the definition of PSB, with 

some theoreticians emphasizing its addictive features, others its relevance to impulse control 

deficits, and others the inability to regulate arousal, similar to the way this is experienced in 

the context of obsessive-compulsive symptoms (Bőthe et al., 2019; Dhuffar & Griffiths, 

2015; Fuss et al., 2019, Kraus et al., 2016; Prause et al., 2017). These inevitably feed 

disagreements regarding the differential diagnosis of such behaviours, with some advocating 

their classification as an impulse control disorder (Kraus et al., 2018), others as an obsessive-

compulsive presentation (Fuss et al., 2019; Prause et al., 2017), and others as a form of 

behavioural addiction, due to their significant mood modification components (Bőthe et al., 

2019; Kowalewska et al., 2018; Stark et al., 2017). Finally, many consider PSBs not worthy 
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of receiving an independent diagnostic classification at all, as they present high comorbidity 

and often constitute secondary behaviours related to other primary symptoms (e.g., 

depression; anxiety; personality disorders; Dhuffar & Griffiths, 2015; Karila et al., 2014). 

In this context, the recent revision of the International Classification of Diseases 

(ICD−11) placed PSB (which conceptually significantly overlaps with sex addiction) under 

impulse control disorders (although the criteria included also involve features of addiction 

and compulsion; WHO, 2018). Subsequently, the acknowledgement of PSB in the ICD−11 

has generated further differential diagnosis discussions surrounding its primarily addictive, 

impulsive, or compulsive nature (Fuss et al., 2019). For instance, it has been supported that 

addiction, compulsivity, and impulsivity share impulses or urges to engage in repetitive 

behaviours that provide neurological rewards, such is the case with PSB, and thus should not 

be viewed independently (George & Koob, 2017; Grubbs et al., 2020; Kraus et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, studies that defined problematic sex behaviours as addictive, did not 

consistently adopt the six core addiction components/criteria (i.e., preoccupation, tolerance, 

mood modification, withdrawal symptoms, relapse, functional impairment; Griffiths, 2005; 

Sassover & Weinstein, 2020). Such inconsistencies have been exacerbated by the exclusion 

of a mirroring (to PSB; WHO, 2018) diagnosis in the latest (fifth) edition of The Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM−5; American Psychiatric Association 

[APA], 2013). Consequently, relevant empirical evidence presents confounded, with different 

definitions emphasizing different criteria and often employing different measurement 

instruments (Sassover & Weinstein, 2020). 

PSB measurement 

Several scales have been used to assess PSBs, including the 25 dichotomous items (i.e., 

yes/no) Sexual Addiction Screening Test (SAST; P. Carnes & O’Hara, 1991) and its 45 items 
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revised version (SAST – R; P. J. Carnes et al., 2010). Similarly, a popular option is the 6, 

dichotomous items scale assessing whether one is preoccupied (P), ashamed (A), has 

considered treatment (T), has hurt anyone (H), has been out of control (O) and has 

experienced sadness (S) [PATHOS] regarding their PSBs (i.e., the PATHOS is a rather 

briefer version of the SAST; P. J. Carnes et al., 2012). In that line, the 12, 5-point Likert, 

items Short Internet Addiction Test (s-IAT; Young, 1998), was also adapted to measure 

exclusively online problematic sexual behaviours (s-IAT-sex; Wéry et al., 2016). More 

recently, the 19 item, 4-point Likert, Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder Scale 

(CSBD−19) was introduced to measure Compulsive Sexual Behaviour Disorder symptoms 

following the ICD−11 diagnostic guidelines (Bőthe et al., 2020). Finally, the Bergen–Yale 

Sexual Addiction Scale (BYSAS; Andreassen et al., 2018) has been a particularly popular 

measure to assess PSB. While such scales may have been validated, a series of 

restrictions/limitations (outlined below), have reinforced the emphasis of the present research 

on the BYSAS item response theory examination. 

In that context, the literature examining PSB-related presentations has reported varying 

prevalence rates suggesting a potential confounding effect due to the absence of recognised 

criteria and the lack of consensus surrounding its measurement to date (Wéry & Billieux, 

2017). Past research has reported varying prevalence estimates of PSBs ranging from 2% to 

17% (Andreassen et al., 2018). For example, while 17% of US college students (N = 337) met 

the criteria of PSB (Cashwell et al., 2017), only 10.3% of men and 7.0% of women met the 

criteria in a community US sample (N = 2,325; Dickenson et al., 2018). Similarly, a large-

scale Swedish study revealed that 2% of women and 5% of men (N = 1,913) were classified 

as problematic due to their intense online search for pornographic content to gain 

gratification (Ross et al., 2012). Finally, in a topic-relevant, nationally representative study 
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among the Australian population (N = 20,094), 4.4% of men and 1.2% of women were 

classified as pornography addicts (Rissel et al., 2017). 

Moreover, most of the scales used, primarily appear to imply and assess the occurrence of 

“hypersexuality” behaviours with higher relevance to impulsive, compulsive, and/or sexual 

dysregulation disorders than behavioural addictions (Reid et al., 2011). Additionally, with the 

exemption of CSBD−19 (N > 9000; Bőthe et al., 2020), the psychometric properties of the 

above scales have mainly been examined in small and highly content-specific (e.g., s-IAT; 

online sexual activities; Wéry et al., 2016) or highly population-specific samples (e.g., SAST; 

homosexual males; P. Carnes & Weiss, 2002). Similarly, aside from the s-IAT and the 

CSBD, these scales allow for dichotomous responses (i.e., yes/no), yet research suggests that 

PSB should be clinically diagnosed via a continuum assessment (i.e., Likert scales; Carvalho 

et al., 2015; Walters et al., 2011). Further, with the exemption of CSBD−19, which has been 

validated for English, German, and Hungarian-speaking populations (Bőthe et al., 2020), the 

other scales were primarily used in their English version. Finally, these instruments (e.g., 

SAST-R and PATHOS; Wéry & Billieux, 2017) appear to not adequately reflect the core 

components of the addiction model (Griffiths, 2005). The latter is of particular importance, as 

it enables conceptual comparability with other suggested (and similarly contested) 

behavioural addictions, including work addiction (Orosz et al., 2016), shopping addiction 

(Andreassen et al., 2015), social media addiction (Andreassen et al., 2012), and even study 

addiction (Atroszko et al., 2015). Regarding PSB, these symptoms are: (i) over-preoccupation 

with sex or desiring sex (salience). (ii) excessive sex to alter mood (mood modification), (iii) 

increasing amount of sex over time (tolerance), (iv) unpleasant emotional/physical symptoms 

when not having sex (withdrawal), (v) interpersonal problems as a product of excessive sex 

(conflict), and (vi) returning to previous patterns after periods with abstinence (relapse). 
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Indeed, from a construct perspective, the BYSAS (Andreassen et al., 2018), reflects the 

six core addiction criteria (Griffiths, 2005), allowing for easier comparisons across different 

addictive behaviours defined on the same basis (e.g., shopping; social media; work addiction 

etc.; Gomez et al., 2022). This is clinically significant as cross-addictive behaviours (i.e., the 

substitution of one addiction with another: e.g., substances with alcohol) and comorbid 

addictive behaviours (i.e., different addiction symptoms concurrently present in the same 

person: e.g., gambling and alcohol) are common in the literature (Gomez et al., 2022). 

Simultaneously, the BYSAS presents with sufficient psychometric properties (i.e., 

unidimensional measure [CFI = 0.96 to 0.99; TLI = 0.96 to 0.99; RMSEA = 0.09 to 0.04] and 

internal consistency rates [Cronbach’s α = 0.83 to 0.88] Andreassen et al., 2018; Youseflu et 

al., 2021), while it has been recently translated into a number of different languages such as 

Hebrew (Paz et al., 2021), Norwegian (Andreassen et al., 2018), Italian (Soraci et al., 2021) 

and Persian (Youseflu et al., 2021), allowing evaluation of the severity, prevalence and 

incidence of PSBs in different cultural contexts, although not cross-cultural comparisons (as 

the latter would require measurement invariance analyses of the responses of different 

cultural samples; Marmara et al., 2022) 

Overall, and to address such timely PSBs prevalence discrepancies and measurement 

issues, the BYSAS has been selected to be assessed here via Item Response Theory (IRT) 

analyses on the basis of : a) its alignment with the core components of addiction model 

(Griffiths, 2005); b) its sufficient psychometric properties as assessed via classical test theory 

validation (Andreassen et al., 2018; Youseflu et al., 2021) and; c) its international use across 

different languages (Andreassen et al., 2018; Paz et al., 2021; Soraci et al., 2021; Youseflu et 

al., 2021). 

Item response theory evaluation (IRT) 
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While the BYSAS has previously undergone various psychometric investigations 

employing Classical Test Theory (CTT) across different cultural populations (e.g., 

Norwegians; Andreassen et al., 2018; Israelis; Paz et al., 2021; Persians; Youseflu et al., 

2021), there is limited knowledge regarding the performance of its different items in English 

speaking populations in particular, and especially when considering respondents who may 

vary (i.e., low, moderate, high) regarding their experienced PSB behaviours, as suggested by 

the relevant evidence (Andreassen et al., 2018; Paz et al., 2021; Soraci et al., 2021; Youseflu 

et al., 2021). In other words, it is not clear whether different BYSAS items, such as those 

addressing preoccupation, tolerance or withdrawal can discriminate varying levels of PSBs or 

whether they provide equally reliable information for varying levels of PSBs behaviours, 

when specifically considering the English version of the scale. This gap in the literature 

projects as important for three reasons; a) past studies on other similarly conceptualized 

proposed forms of behavioural addictions have consistently shown the different psychometric 

performances of preoccupation, tolerance, withdrawal, relapse, conflict and mood-

modification items (e.g., disordered gaming; Gomez et al., 2019; social media; Zarate et al., 

2023); b) theoretical reservations have been expressed considering the identical application of 

the six-core criteria addressed by the model of addictions regarding the assessment of a series 

of suggested addictive behaviours, as such criteria replicate(s) the substance abuse definition, 

ignoring the distinct nature of other behaviours, such as PSBs (Kardefelt‐Winther et al., 

2017) and; c) this kind of knowledge could significantly improve the assessment of PSBs 

either in the community and clinical settings. Indeed, answers to such questions can be 

provided by Item Response Theory analysis (IRT), which has been proposed to outperform 

CTT due to its ability to estimate item properties and reliability indices at different latent trait 

levels (θ; i.e., in this case, PSBs levels; De Ayala, 2008; Stavropoulos et al., 2022). 
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To assess respondent–item relationships (i.e., the item asked in relation to the individual’s 

level of PSBs experienced), IRT models can identify item functioning according to different 

latent trait levels θ (also called severity levels of PSBs here) by examining several logistic 

parameters (i.e., severity, β; and discrimination, α; De Ayala, 2008). Considering that IRT 

has been developed to assess item behaviour in educational contexts (e.g., aptitude tests), the 

term severity (β) is employed to denote item location on a logit function, indicating 

the θ (i.e., latent trait level) required to endorse a specific criterion or item (Hambleton et al., 

2010). Notably, when applying IRT principles in psychometric 

contexts, β reflects severity rather than ability levels, with lower β suggesting less severe 

symptomatology on a continuum from minimum to maximum levels. Moreover, α represents 

the slope of the logit function describing the item characteristics, with higher α indicating that 

the item has a better capacity to identify different θ levels (Embretson & Reise, 2009). 

Additionally, various IRT models can be employed to assess item–person relationships. 

For example, Rasch models, such as the Partial Credit (Masters, 1982) or the rating scale 

(Andrich, 1987), assume specific objectivity (i.e., all items have the same ability to 

discriminate between different θ levels) and thus apply equality constraints across items 

(i.e., α = 1; Zarate et al., 2022). Alternatively, models assuming non-specific objectivity, 

allow free-to-vary α across items (e.g., Graded Response Model; De Ayala, 2008). De Ayala 

(2008) highlights the importance of allowing free estimation of α in IRT models, considering 

the possibility of observing equal β in a pair of items and wrongly assuming identical item 

behaviour. Indeed, previous literature examining problematic social media use observed 

higher α capacity in items that may reflect advanced stages of disordered use (Zarate et al., 

2022). Several IRT models can be identified based on specific considerations (e.g., Graded 

Response, Generalized Partial Credit, Nominal Response, etc.). However, the Graded 

Response model (GRM) has been deemed appropriate for Likert-type responses (as is the 
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BYSAS case) because it aims to determine the location of the thresholds between Likert 

categories on the latent trait continuum (Marmara et al., 2022; Stavropoulos et al., 

2022 Zarate et al., 2021). 

Additionally, IRT enables the estimation of prevalence rates via the Summed Score 

Expected a Posteriori distribution of responses (SSEAP[θ|x]; Cai et al., 2011). Specifically, 

this approach estimates the probability density of a finite set of θ levels derived from the 

mean expected a posterior (EAP) distribution (i.e., assesses the correspondence of scores 

reported in relation to the severity of the actual behaviour experienced; Embretson & Reise, 

2009). Subsequently, a weighted average of the EAPs estimates the summed score 

distribution (SSEAP[θ|x]), providing a conversion of raw scores to θ levels (Thissen et al., 

1995). From a clinical perspective, scores 2 SDs above/below the mean are commonly 

considered meaningful, suggesting that it can potentially be employed as a conditional cut-off 

point to distinguish those at risk of developing PSB in conjunction with clinical interview 

outcomes (Zarate et al., 2022). 

Interestingly, a past BYSAS IRT study, conducted by Andreassen et al. (2018), examined 

a large Norwegian sample (N > 23,000) utilizing a rash analysis Partial Credit model. These 

study concluded that while all six BYSAS items were ‘productive for measurement, these 

demonstrated differential item functioning regarding item severity (β), inviting further IRT 

investigation of the instrument in other than Norwegian populations (Andreassen et al., 

2018). 

The present study 

Given the lack of available item severity (β), reliability, and discrimination (α) 

information, as well as the absence of an evidence-based proposed cut-off point regarding the 

English version of the BYSAS, the present study was (to the best of the authors’ knowledge) 
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the first to employ IRT analysis to examine the BYSAS responses of a large English-

speaking community sample to address these questions. The present study addresses 

recommendations outlined by Andreassen et al. (2018) suggesting the need for investigating 

differential item severity (β), differential item discrimination (α) and the occurrence of an 

indicative cut-off point. Considering the latter, exploratory comparisons of those below and 

above the revealed cut-off point are pursued regarding the different BYSAS items’ responses, 

as well as their demographic information to portray/profile those with diagnosable 

behaviours. Aside from the epidemiological and clinical utility of an indicative, IRT-defined, 

BYSAS cut-off point, exploring the different BYSAS items’ discrimination and severity is 

important, as it may additionally identify item relevance in clinical assessment for specific 

populations. For example, items with high severity may be emphasized with at-risk 

populations, and items with high discrimination power may be emphasized to clearly contrast 

at risk with normative populations. Therefore, this study aims: (a) to assess the BYSAS 

psychometric properties at both the scale and item level using IRT analyses; and (b) to 

determine the prevalence of excessive/addictive sexual behaviours in a large English-

speaking community sample. 

Methodology 

Participants 

The initial sample consisted of 1097 responses, with 129 responses (82 males, 47 

females) deleted due to being considered invalid (e.g., spam responses, incomplete responses, 

etc.). A sample consisting of 968 participants between 18 and 64 years old was recruited 

(Mage = 29.54, SD = 9.35). The maximum estimated sampling error for this number of 

respondents was ±3.15% (95% confidence level; Z = 1.96). There were 622 males (64.3%), 

315 females (32.5%), and 31 (3.2%) who identified as other (Trans/Non-binary Gender, 
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Genderqueer, Other, Prefer not to say). Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of 

the sample.  

Table 1. Sociodemographic information across gender groups. 

  Gender       

  Female % Male % Other % Total % 

Employment status                 

 Full-Time 86 8.88 238 24.59 7 0.72 331 34.19 

 Part-Time 49 5.06 61 6.30 1 0.10 111 11.47 

 Casual 11 1.14 12 1.24 0 0.00 23 2.38 

 Self-Employed 17 1.76 48 4.96 2 0.21 67 6.92 

 Retired 2 0.21 3 0.31 0 0.00 5 0.52 

 Unemployed 58 5.99 122 12.60 7 0.72 187 19.32 

 Full-Time Student 43 4.44 92 9.50 6 0.62 141 14.57 

 Other 49 5.06 46 4.75 8 0.83 103 10.64 

 Total 315 32.54 622 64.26 31 3.20 968 100.00 

Romantic Relationship                 

 Yes 187 19.32 247 25.52 17 1.76 451 46.59 

 No 118 12.19 356 36.78 14 1.45 488 50.41 

 Prefer not to say 10 1.03 19 1.96 0 0.00 29 3.00 

 Total 315 32.54 622 64.26 31 3.20 968 100.00 

Education                 

 Elementary or Middle 

School 

2 0.21 10 1.03 0 0.00 12 1.24 

 High School or 

Equivalent 

74 7.64 166 17.15 11 1.14 251 25.93 

 Vocational/TAFE 26 2.69 55 5.68 4 0.41 85 8.78 

 Some Tertiary Education 69 7.13 113 11.67 3 0.31 185 19.11 

 Bachelor’s Degree 

(3 years) 

76 7.85 137 14.15 5 0.52 218 22.52 

 Honours Degree or 

Equivalent (4 years) 

35 3.62 69 7.13 5 0.52 109 11.26 

 Post graduate Degree 

(PhD, MS, etc.) 

30 3.10 59 6.10 2 0.21 91 9.40 

 Other 3 0.31 13 1.34 1 0.10 17 1.76 

 Total 315 32.54 622 64.26 31 3.20 968 100.00 

Marital Status                 

 Single 164 16.94 405 41.84 23 2.38 592 61.16 

 Living with another 62 6.40 68 7.02 7 0.72 137 14.15 

 Married 68 7.02 120 12.40 0 0.00 188 19.42 

 Separated 2 0.21 4 0.41 0 0.00 6 0.62 

 Divorced 10 1.03 10 1.03 0 0.00 20 2.07 

 Widowed 2 0.21 1 0.10 0 0.00 3 0.31 

 Other 7 0.72 14 1.45 1 0.10 22 2.27 

Total 315 32.54 622 64.26 31 3.20 968 100.00 
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Measures 

Bergen–Yale Sex Addiction Scale (BYSAS; Andreassen et al., 2018) measures the severity 

of sexually addictive behaviour. The BYSAS comprises six questions (e.g., “How often have 

you … become restless or troubled if you have been prohibited from sex/masturbation?”) that 

are responded on a 5-point Likert-type scale (0 = “Very rarely”, 1 = “Rarely”, 

2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “Often”, 4 = “Very often”). Item scores are summed, resulting in the 

total BYSAS score ranging between 0 and 24, with higher scores indicating higher PSB risk 

(see supplementary Tables S1 and S2 for item).  

Procedure 

Upon obtaining approval from the Victoria University Human Research Ethics 

Committee (HRE20-169), a Qualtrics link was distributed across social media platforms (e.g., 

Facebook) and other online interactive forums (e.g., Discord). Upon clicking on the survey 

link, potential participants were redirected to the Plain Language Information Statement 

(PLIS) to be informed about (a) the research’s background and purpose; (b) the topics 

assessed; (c) the expected time requirements; and (d) the requirements to participate (i.e., 

being at least 18 years old, have no current untreated mental illness). After reading the PLIS, 

participants were required to select a box that indicated their cooperation to provide informed 

consent. Participants were asked to complete socio-demographic questions (see Table 1) and 

a battery of questionnaires (e.g., Bergen social media addiction, Internet gaming disorder 

short form, etc.)1 beyond the scope of the current study. Completing the online survey took 

approximately 30 minutes.  

Statistical Analyses 

 To address the outlined aims, the following statistical processes were conducted via 

IRTPRO (Cai et al., 2011): (i) psychometric examination at the scale and item level of the 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13284207.2023.2221781
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BYSAS via IRT; and (ii) identification of percentage of high-risk individuals within the 

sample to estimate of the prevalence rate of excessive/addictive sexual behaviours. 

The scale’s psychometric properties were assessed with the application of a graded 

response model (GRM) and partial credit model (PCM; Cai et al., 2011). Criteria for 

evaluating the fitting of the IRT model was determined by: (a) the loglikelihood index of fit 

(De Ayala, 2008); (b) RMSEA < 0.05 for sufficient fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999); and (c) 

Bayesian and Akaike Information Criterion (BIC and AIC respectively; with smaller values 

indicating a better model fit; De Ayala, 2008). These fit indices were preferred given (i) the 

large sample of the present study (N > 900) and (ii) previous references suggesting 

that χ2 based indices tend to be inflated by large sample sizes (Maydeu-Olivares & Joe, 

2014). Subsequently, item parameters were visually examined via the Items’ Characteristic 

Curves (ICC; α, β) and the item reliability via the Item Information Function (IIF; Cai et al., 

2011). Similarly, test characteristics were observed at the scale level with the Test 

Information Function (TIF) and the Test Characteristic Curve (TCC; Cai et al., 2011). 

Regarding addictive/excessive sexual behaviours’ prevalence, the TCC 

simultaneously allows for raw scores to be automatically converted into latent scaled scores; 

hence, one may determine cut-off points guided by the raw score that corresponds with a 

level of two standard deviations (SD) above the mean (Embretson & Reise, 2009). This may 

act as a conditional (before clinical assessment confirmation) diagnostic cut-off point for 

participants who may be suffering. Thus, the number of individuals above the conditional 

diagnostic cut-off point (i.e., 2 SDs above the mean) was converted here into a percentage, 

which represented the estimated prevalence of the participants who were at risk. Chi square 

and independent sample t-tests were additionally used to compare those below and above the 

suggested cut-off point considering their BYSAS item responses and demographic features 

(i.e., age, employment status, engagement in a romantic relationship, education, sexual 
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orientation, and biological gender). Finally, differential item functioning comparisons across 

the two biological genders were pursued to identify potentially non-invariant items. 

Results 

Psychometric IRT properties 

Missing data were below recommended thresholds (<5%) and missing completely at 

random (MCAR; Little’s χ2 = 23.9, p = 0.247; Little, 1988). Therefore, the analysis proceeded 

to test IRT assumptions, including uni-dimensionality, local independence, and monotonicity 

(for a detailed description and definitions of assumptions see De Ayala, 2008). The Lavaan 

package for RStudio (Rosseel, 2012) was used to test uni-dimensionality via a CFA with the 

diagonally weighted least squares (DWLS) estimator as this estimator has been suggested as 

appropriate to fit polichoric matrices (Enders & Bandalos, 2001). Goodness-of-fit indices 

provided acceptable model fit (χ2
[9] = 57.234, p < 0.001; RMSEA = 0.075, CI 90% [0.057, 

0.094]; SRMR = 0.060; CFI = 0.981; TLI = 0.968), indicating that the BYSAS is a 

unidimensional construct. Standardised factor loadings ranged between 0.380 and 0.852 

(see Table 2 and Supplementary Figure S1). Monotonicity (i.e., constant increment of a 

variable with reference to a second variable) was tested (and met) by visual inspection of the 

test characteristic curve, observing a constant increment of raw BYSAS scores as θ increased. 

Local independence was tested by observing pairwise item residual correlations (LD χ2), with 

local independence assumed if LD χ2 < 0.10 (as seen in Supplementary Table S3, BYSAS 

item pairs broadly aligned with that principle).  
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Table 2. Item discrimination, difficulty and loadings of the Bergen–Yale sex addiction scale.  

Item Component a b1 b2 b3 b4 Spread λ loadings 

1 Salience 3.27 −0.95 −0.32 0.54 1.41 2.36 0.78 

2 Tolerance 4.10 −0.75 −0.09 0.68 1.34 2.09 0.85 

3 Mood modification 2.07 −0.34 0.29 1.12 1.93 2.27 0.71 

4 Relapse 1.70 0.37 0.99 1.77 2.60 2.23 0.60 

5 Withdrawal 2.00 0.21 0.85 1.67 2.39 2.18 0.67 

6 Conflict 1.20 1.58 2.48 3.44 3.93 2.35 0.38 
Note: α represents the capacity of an item to discriminate between varying levels of CSBD (θ). b represents the 

level of PESB needed to endorse a certain threshold in an item with b1 being the “easiest” threshold (from “Very 

rarely” to “Rarely”) and b4 being the “hardest” threshold (from “Often” to “Very often”). Spread is the range of 

difficulty parameters (b) across the different likert points (e.g., b4- b1; Cai et al., 2011). λ defines the amount of 

variance of an item explained by the latent factor. 

 

Figure 1. Items’ Characteristic Curves (ICC). 
Note: These plots demonstrate how the probability of endorsing a category of BYSAS items (i.e., very rarely to 

very often) change across different latent trait levels 

 

Following past recommendations (Cai & Monroe, 2014; Cai et al., 2011), a graded 

response model (GRM) and partial credit model (PCM) were calculated to assess goodness of 

fit. The GRM estimation (M2 [234] = 876.85, p < 0.001; χ2Loglikelihood = 12,491.10; 

RMSEA = 0.05; BIC = 12,697.35; AIC = 12,551.10) showed superior fit compared to the 

PCM (M2 [234] = 1187.98, p < 0.001; χ2Loglikelihood = 12,616.49; RMSEA = 0.06; 

BIC = 12,822.75; AIC = 12,676.49), thus was selected to proceed with analyses. When the 

item discrimination (α) parameters were constrained to be equal (M2 [239] = 962.10, p < 0.001; 

χ2Loglikelihood = 12,652.01; RMSEA = .06; BIC = 12,702.01; AIC = 12,823.89) there was a 

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/18965db2eea/10.1080/13284207.2023.2221781/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/index.xhtml?hmac=1689746173-Hic35SkxcuqWFcOh5neAyQtKy8bYK12E5UGO2HFKuHw%3D#cit0009
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significant drop of fit (Δχ2 loglikelihood = 205.9, df = 6, p < 0.001). However, item fit diagnostics 

determined that items 1 (S-χ2
[42] = 145.72, p < 0.001), 2 (S-χ2

[42] = 104.98, p < 0.001), and 3 

(S-χ2
[55] = 89.37, p = 0.002) in the unidimensional GRM showed significant differences 

between modelled and observed responses (see Supplementary Table S4)2. 

Discrimination (α) parameters for all items ranged at the very high range (0 = non 

discriminative; 0.01–0.34 = very low; 0.35–0.64 = low; 0.65–1.34 = moderate; 1.35–

1.69 = high; >1.70 = very high; Baker, 2001) between 1.20 (α item 6) and 4.10 (α item 2). 

Similarly, factor loadings ranged in the high range between item 6 (λ =.58) and item 2 

(λ =.92; Thompson, 2007). The descending sequence of the items’ discrimination power and 

loadings is 2, 1, 5, 3, 4, and 6 (see Table 2). 

Considering item severity (β), findings revealed that the BYSAS items were located 

across different ranges of the trait and covered different regions of theta (Figure 1). 

Indicatively, salience (item 1) demonstrated a spread of 2.36, with threshold one being 

located at θ at −0.95 and threshold 4 at θ 1.41. Nevertheless, conflict (item 6), with an almost 

the identical spread of 2.35, was located at a different θ region, with threshold 1 at 1.58 and 

threshold 4 at 3.93. Overall, IRT analyses indicated that: (i) while increasing item scores 

appropriately depicted enhancing levels of excessive/addictive sexual behaviours across all 

items, the rate of these increases is different across the items; and (ii) different thresholds 

perform differently across items regarding their level of severity. 
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Figure 2. BYSAS Item Information Function (IIF). 
Note: These plots demonstrate how reliability indices vary with changes in the latent trait. 

 

Considering the items’ reliability across the different latent trait levels, controlling 

concurrently for the different levels of items’ severity, meaningful variations were confirmed. 

Indicatively, the Item Information Function (IIF) of item 2 displayed the highest level of 

information/reliability in the ranges between 1.5 SDs below the mean and 2 SDs above the 

mean. The IIF of item 1 provided the second highest level of information in the range 

between 2 SDs below the mean and 2.5 SDs above the mean. Item 3 showed better 

performance in the area around 1.5 SDs below the mean and 3 SDs above the mean. Item 5 

resulted in more reliable information for respondents between 1 SD below the mean and 3 

SDs above the mean. Item 4 contributed better information between 1 SD below the mean 

and 3 SDs above the mean. Finally, item 6 provided the lowest and undifferentiated level of 

reliability in the area between the mean and 3 SDs above the mean (see Figure 2). 

Interestingly, item 6’s functioning was marked by low reliability, limited discrimination 

ability and high latent trait levels needed for endorsement, suggesting that only a limited 

proportion of participants would experience conflict due to PSB. 
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The performance of the scale as a whole is visualized by the Test Characteristic Curve 

(TCC) and the Test Information Function (TIF). The TCC graph illustrates that the trait of 

PSB inclined steeply, as the total score reported increased (in particular from 13 to 20; 

see Figure 3). Considering the information provided by the scale as a whole, improved 

information (TIF) scores were around −1 SD below the mean, up to about + 2 SDs above the 

mean. 

 

 

Figure 3. BYSAS Test Characteristic Curve (TCC; left panel) and Test Information Function 

(TIF; right panel). 
Note: The TCC displays a visual representation of expected BYSAS scores as a function of latent trait levels (i.e., 

as BYSAS scores increase, levels of the latent trait increase). The TIF demonstrates the relationship between 

standard errors and reliability indices (i.e., smaller standard errors result in more information). 

 

These results suggest that the instrument (as a whole) provides a sufficient and 

reliable psychometric measure for assessing individuals with high and low levels of 

addictive/excessive sexual behaviours in the range between 1 SD below and over the mean. 

However, it may not be ideal for extremely low and high addictive/excessive sexual 

behaviours in the areas exceeding 2 SDs above and below the mean. Addictive/excessive 

sexual behaviours at the levels of 2 SDs above the mean trait level correspond with a raw 
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score of 20 and could be proposed as conditional (before clinical assessment confirmation) 

diagnostic cut-off point. According to that proposed cut-off point (i.e., 20), 1.8% of the 

participants were at risk for diagnosable behaviours (see Supplementary table S4). It is noted 

that the suggested cut-off refers to the total scale score (i.e., the sum of item scores). The 

level of information of the cut-off proposed is described by an EAP θ of 2.078 an SD of 0.45 

and a modelled proportion of 0.0043857. T-test comparisons between those above (1) and 

below (0) the cut-off point indicated significant consistent differences across all BYSAS 

items (see supplementary Table S5). Demographic differences regarding those above and 

below the cut-off point were additionally examined with independent samples t-test regarding 

age (see supplementary Table S6) and chi-square tests (crosstabulations) regarding 

employment status (see supplementary Table S7), engagement in a romantic relationship (see 

supplementary Table S8), education (see supplementary Table S9), sexual orientation (see 

supplementary Table S10) and biological gender (see supplementary Table 11). These 

examinations revealed only biological gender being marginally significantly associated with 

being classified above the suggested BYSAS cut-off point (χ2 = 3.71, df = 1, p = 0.054, 

Cramer’s V = 0.06) and males being at higher risk than females. 

Given the latter, differential IRT item analysis was additionally conducted. When 

assessing the differential functioning of the BYSAS items across males-females, no other 

invariant items were revealed except item 6 Conflict at a level of .001 (see Table 3). 

Accordingly, the invariant item 6 was then anchored, and the differential functioning of the 

five non-invariant items was re-calculated to address familywise type I error. Results 

indicated that all the remaining five items persisted, providing evidence of significant non-

invariance between males and females (χ2 p < 0.001). 
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Table 3. Differential statistics for graded items across the two biological genders. 

Item numbers in 
 

Group 1 Group 2 Total 

X2 

d.f. p X2
a d.f. p X2

c|a d.f. p 

1 Salience 1 Salience 38.3 5 .0001 0.9 1 .3489 37.5 4 .0001 

2 Tolerance 2 Tolerance 48.7 5 .0001 0.0 1 .8784 48.7 4 .0001 

3 Mood 

Modification 

3 Mood 

Modification 

28.2 5 .0001 1.9 1 .1667 26.3 4 .0001 

4 Relapse 4 Relapse 54.9 5 .0001 2.6 1 .1095 52.3 4 .0001 

5 Withdrawal 5 Withdrawal 36.6 5 .0001 0.1 1 .7865 36.5 4 .0001 

6 Conflict 6 Conflict 16.0 5 .0068 1.8 1 .1797 14.2 4 .0067 
Note: Total X2 = difference between men and women including discrimination and difficulty; X2

a = difference only 

including discrimination; X2
cja = difference only including difficulty. Wald tests determined p values using the 

supplemented expected maximization-algorithm, with significance at p < .05. 

 

Discussion 

The present study is the first of this type to examine the psychometric properties of 

the BYSAS at both the scale and item levels using a large community sample while 

considering for different discrimination, severity, and reliability features to estimate PSB 

prevalence (Cai et al., 2011; De Ayala, 2008; Embretson & Reise, 2009). Findings revealed 

that items differed across their psychometric properties assessed, suggesting the consideration 

of a potential ranking of items’ responses in clinical assessment. The analyses also indicated 

that the information (reliability) provided by the scale was relatively low for the high 

extremes of symptoms reported (e.g., 3 SDs above the mean). Moreover, the prevalence of 

diagnosable addictive/excessive sexual behaviours in the present sample was lower than in 

previous literature also involving online collection data (i.e., 1.8% Dickenson et al., 2018). 

Those below and above the supported cut-off point of 20 appeared to differ across all the 

BYSAS items consistently and significantly, despite presenting with no significant 

differences regarding their chronological age, employment status, engagement in a romantic 

relationship, education, and sexual orientation. Finally, although those scoring above the 

suggested cut-off point appeared to be more likely males than females, this should be viewed 
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with caution due to the revealed differential item functioning of all other items, except item 6 

(referring to conflicts due to PSBs), across the two biological genders. 

Items’ Discrimination Power 

Regarding the varying items’ discrimination capacity, the descending succession of 

the BYSAS items was: 2 (tolerance), 1 (salience), 5 (withdrawal), 3 (mood modification), 4 

(relapse), and 6 (conflict). This corresponds with previous IRT findings considering different 

excessive behaviours that indicated fluctuating discrimination power across the assessed 

criteria (e.g., Internet Gaming Disorder; Gomez et al., 2019). Nevertheless, all BYSAS items 

ranged between moderate and higher levels of discrimination/accuracy (1.20 to 4.10). Thus, it 

is worth noting that although all items display sufficient discriminatory power, items related 

to an increasing amount of participation and desire concerning the activity (see 2 and 1) 

present stronger. Similarly, alteration of mood, unpleasant experiences when not partaking in 

sexual activities and inability to sustain abstinence criteria present high discrimination power 

(see 3, 5, and 4). In contrast, criteria related to interpersonal complications as the product of 

excessive sex appeared to have lower discrimination capacity (see 6). This parallels previous 

IRT studies concerning behavioural addictions (e.g., food addiction; Kircaburun et al., 2020). 

In that line, Ventuneac et al.’s (2015) IRT findings regarding sexual compulsivity revealed 

that items conceptually comparable to addictive sexual behaviours tolerance criteria 

displayed higher discriminatory value. Accordingly, one could suggest that feelings involving 

a constant increase in the urge to “excessively masturbate/have more sex” tend to be less 

common in the general population, hence possessing a higher discrimination capacity. 

Overall, items reflecting individuals’ disproportionate desire to seek sexually related 

activities may need to be prioritized when conducting clinical assessments (see BYSAS items 

2 and 1). 
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Items’ Severity 

While item severity parameters gradually increased between the first and the last point 

of the Likert scale employed across all items, the sequence of items’ difficulties/severities 

differed considering the different item thresholds. Regarding the final threshold, which 

reflected the higher level of the behaviour, the ascending item severity sequence was 2 

(tolerance), 1 (salience), 3 (mood modification), 5 (withdrawal), 4 (relapse), and 6 (conflict). 

These results complement the findings concerning the BYSAS Items’ discrimination power. 

Particularly, item 6’s low discriminatory value is potentially explained by its high severity. In 

other words, since a positive response requires a higher level of the latent trait (i.e., higher 

severity), variations below that degree may not be adequately identified (i.e., lower 

discrimination). This remains consistent for BYSAS items 2 and 1 as it displayed higher 

discrimination power and the lowest severity level. Correspondingly, Andreassen et al.’s 

(2018) past findings revealed that salience and tolerance criteria were endorsed most 

frequently by their sample. 

Additionally, items 5, 3 and 4 perform significantly better, as they exhibit higher 

levels of discrimination and concurrently higher degrees of severity. A potential explanation 

for these findings may be the conceptual distinction between engagement and addiction (a 

common phenomenon in gaming addiction; Moge & Romano, 2020). In other words, items 

exacting information regarding salience, craving, tolerance, and mood modification are 

argued to reflect engagement (i.e., reflect less severe symptoms making the criteria easier to 

be endorsed), whereas items assessing withdrawal, relapse, and conflict measure more 

addictive symptoms (i.e., more difficult to endorse). 

Items and Scale Reliabilities 
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Variations were also identified considering the items’ reliability indices across the 

different levels of PSB (while accounting for the fluctuating items’ severity rates). The IIF 

indicated that item 2 (tolerance) provided the highest level of information/reliability/precision 

in the range between 1.5 SDs below the mean and 2 SDs above the mean. Item 1 (salience) 

provided considerably higher information/precision in the area between 2 SDs below the 

mean and 2.5 SDs above the mean. Item 3 (mood modification) resulted in more reliable 

information for participants in the area between 1.5 SDs below the mean and 3 SDs above the 

mean. Item 5 (withdrawal) provided better information 1 SD below the mean and 3 SDs 

above the mean. Item 4 (relapse) provided better information between 1 SD below the mean 

and 3 SDs above the mean. Finally, item 6 (conflict) provided better information in the area 

between the mean and 3 SDs above the mean. However, considering that items 1, 2 and 3 

showed limited fit in the unidimensional model (as evidence by significant S-χ2 statistics), 

caution is warranted regarding their interpretation. Considering the information provided by 

the scale, improved information (TIF) performance was around −1 SD below the mean, and 

up to about + 2 SDs above. 

Nevertheless, variations occurred regarding the specific items’ information capacity. 

Specifically, for higher severity (2 SDs above the latent mean), the following descending 

five-item sequence should be considered prioritized in one’s assessment: (a) tolerance, (b) 

salience, (c) mood modification, (d) withdrawal, and (e) relapse. However, it is recommended 

item 6 “conflict” should be either omitted or further adjusted given their almost zero 

information potential (for those with lower levels of the behaviour, 1 to 3 SDs below the 

latent mean). 

Prevalence and Demographic Comparisons of Those Below and Above the Suggested 

Cut-Off Point 
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Based on the findings, the estimated prevalence of potentially diagnosable behaviours 

in the present sample was 1.8%. This is slightly lower than some studies that consisted of 

reasonably sized samples. For instance, 2% of women and 5% of men from a representative 

Swedish community online sample aged 18–46+ years were classified as exhibiting 

problematic sexualized behaviour (Ross et al., 2012). Similarly, in a nationally representative 

sample of the Australian community, aged between 16 and 69 years and assessed via 

computer-assisted telephone interviews, 4.4% of men and 1.2% of women were categorized 

as pornography addicts (Rissel et al., 2017). Although only a small minority of participants 

exceeded the diagnostic cut-off points on the BYSAS, it should still be taken into 

consideration that 11.3% (i.e., the percentage between 1 SD and 2 SDs above the mean) of 

the present sample may be at moderate risk of potentially developing severe symptoms 

prospectively. Previous literature has proposed that individuals with higher levels of 

behavioural addictions are the product of gradually seeking more intense pleasure and reward 

from certain activities (e.g., drugs) after each attempt, even after extended periods of 

abstinence (Gould, 2010). Thus, individuals reporting mild addictive/excessive sexual 

behaviour problems may experience more detrimental issues without appropriate prevention 

due to tolerance-related effects. This finding presents even more important in context of the 

insignificant differences supported considering chronological age, employment status, 

engagement in a romantic relationship, education and sexual orientation of those classified as 

suffering from potentially diagnosable behaviours and the rest of the sample, implying that 

PBS risk may not be demographic specific, and thus guiding for prevention and intervention 

initiatives addressing the whole population. In that context, the higher percentage of males 

composing those being above the revealed cut-off point, should be approached with 

consideration, based on the differential item functioning of 5 out of the 6 BYSAS items 

across the two biological genders. 
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Implications, Limitations and Future Research 

The present findings may contain vital clinical and diagnostic implications for 

assessing excessive sexual behaviours and for revising (or at least investigating further) the 

proposed diagnostic criteria. Overall, the core components model of addiction appears to be 

adequately captured by the BYSAS (Griffiths, 2005), while based on the cut-off point 

suggested, findings pave the way for the more accurate diagnostic usage of the scale. The 

latter should be viewed with caution, as although 2 SDs above the BYSAS mean may 

conventionally indicate individuals who report sufficiently high-test scores, sensitivity and 

specificity parameters against a clinical diagnosis are not yet known. Nevertheless, the 

current results suggest that BYSAS items are generally not as reliable at representing the trait 

at extremely high trait levels (3 SDs from the mean). In that line, given that criterion 

“conflict” (item 6) displayed relatively low discrimination and reliability, it may not measure 

excessive sexual behaviours with sufficient accuracy, and might require additional attention 

in future criteria revisions. 

These finding needs to be interpreted with caution due to: a) the community-based, 

online, adult, male dominated, English-speaking sample employed, that restricts 

generalizability (Gabel & Sha, 2020; Weigold et al., 2013); b) the use of self-report measures 

that allow subjectivity bias; c) the lack of overtime measurements to enable secure 

prediction/prognosis and; d) the absence of simultaneous assessment via clinical interviews 

and other external validity scales (Wender, 2004). Indeed, the use of a community sample is 

likely to affect conclusions regarding the reliability of the scale as a whole, or the reliability 

of independent items (see item 6 here) at significantly high and low levels of the assessed 

behaviour, due to the lack of sufficient numbers of participants with clinically 

significant/extreme behaviours (1.8% in the current sample according to the suggested cut-off 

point). Similarly, the cut-off values reported here are indicative of a normative sample that 
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may represent individuals with low severity of PSB. Future studies may wish to test the 

present findings by recruiting more gender-balanced representative community, clinical 

samples including the screening of specific sexual behaviours or diagnoses, and adolescent 

populations while adopting multimethod and longitudinal designs involving external validity 

measures. Similarly, future studies may wish to source BYSAS data representative of 

different cultures and languages to assess the possibility of cross-cultural comparability. 

Note 1: Besides demographic (i.e., age, gender, etc.), the broader survey supporting 

the current study included assessing: 

a. Behavioral motivations: Situational Motivation Scale (SIMS; 16 items; Guay et al., 

2000). 

b. Personality traits: Ten Items Personality Inventory (TIPI; 10 items; Gosling et al., 

2003) 

c. Stress coping behaviours: Brief COPE (28 items; Carver, 1977) 

d. Distress: Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS; 21 items; Lovibond & 

Lovibond, 1995). 

e. Fear/stress in relation to the outbreak of CORONAVIRUS 2019 (COVID−19): 

Coronavirus Anxiety Scale (CAS; 5 items; Lee, 2020). 

f. Assessing one’s excessive/addictive behaviours-if existing: Internet Gaming Disorder 

Scale–Short Form (IGDS9-SF; 9 items; Pontes & Griffiths, 2015); Alcohol Use 

Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT; 10 items; Saunders et al., 1993); Drug Abuse 

Screen Test (DAST; 10 items; Skinner, 1982); Cigarette Dependency Scale (CDS; 5 

items; Etter et al., 2003); Bergen Shopping Addiction Scale (BSAS; Andreassen et al., 

2015); Exercise Addiction Inventory-Revised (EAI-R; 6 items; Szabo et al., 2019); 
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Online Gambling Disorder Questionnaire (OGD-Q; González-Cabrera et al., 2020); 

Bergen–Yale Sex Addiction Scale (BYSAS; Andreassen et al., 2018); Bergen Social 

Media Addiction Scale (BSMAS; Andreassen et al., 2016); Internet Disorder Scale–

Short Form (IDS9-SF; Pontes & Griffiths, 2016). 
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